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Naïve Bayes  
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Logistic regression is entirely based on the training data

prior information
letter e is a lot are common than É

power systems system is stable most of the time

Bayes rule a way to
think about priors



Bayes' Rule 
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10 of transformers are likely to tail 59 have
have currentland

within thegroupthathas tailed

71 had heavy current

suppose a transformer has heavy load what
is the chance

it will fail
event an A and B

PCA PCB prob are easy to compute
for

each event

p BIA suppose A happens prob of B

want to compute PCAIB
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Bayes’ Rule
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Baye’s rule is a very fundamental tool in probability and statistics 
- P(A) is normally called the a priori probability, which does not require other information, like 

P(Spam) or P(Rain)

log out of 100 emails 30 are spam P spam O 3

shortemails are more likely to be spam e.g Text 50cha

plspanltextcsochat Pltextggheg.gghakgranl
a posterior t easier to

observeThethdecisim we went tomake

hard to directly get labels



Chain Rule
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Many concurrent auditions

PCA an an non

Ci a condition

Assumption we make Ci are independent

p Alan Nen IPCC IA
PCC.LA PCCulA PLA

normalization



Naïve Bayes  
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Naive means the assumption Ci In are independent

PCA Cin Na a PLANT PCCulAIPCA

But in practice th's performs very well



Naïve Bayes  
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we have data Xi Xm

Plyler Xm a Ply TPCXily

PCI JPY11 É Plo YPhilo
get



Gaussian Naïve Bayes
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there are ways to deal with continuous x's

use Gaussian prob function



Example
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Red: class 0
Blue: class 1



Complex Classification Tasks
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Baye
doesn'twork well with complicated seteatures

Naive
Logistic regression

workswith different
features has

difficulties when
there are more than two classes

MNIST handwritten digits



MNIST
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By Josef Steppan - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=64810040

This is a standard benchmark
• Input is a picture, output is 

0,1,…,9
E.g., input is a 256 sized matrix 
(256 pixels), with 8 levels



Geometric View of Logistic Regression
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(
output 1 if 1

1+e�wT x
� 0.5

output 0 if 1
1+e�wT x

< 0.5
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Support Vector Machine
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Explicitly separate the points

SVM

work better ton more than two classes

Better interpretation

SVM was the best method for MNIst before neural
network



Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM)
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we have feature vectors XER

binary
labels YEE 1,1

classifier is
wixtbtfo

yet
I azo

equivalently
yesgularixtb so a ie aco



Linear SVM
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There are many separating hyperplanes, which one do we pick?

y
I
I



fax
the margin gap

it I wixtb this can always

be normalized

i y't
wrest
Wtxtb 1

i
supporting

vector



Linear SVM
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It is useful to have a notion of margin to capture the gap between the data

!"#"

W tb 1
WTY46 1

it W is verylarge

small margin

it w in small

large margin



Maximizing the margin
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Our goal is to maximize the margin between the two boundary hyperplanes so 
as to reduce the probability of misclassification

This distance turns out to be inversely 
proportional to the norm of w

viii

T
Wix b l
y l



Optimization Problem
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sum has two goals
l classify thepoints
2 Max the margin

A point is correctly classified if

Yi wiki tb 21 for all i

we marg'm inversely prop to Hull

we solve min Y llull
st yilwtxitb 71



Slack Variables
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allows to wrong decisions

Min Ye KWIK t C
E Zi

St Y Wtxitb I Zi

Zi o
c a large penalty



Example
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y

linear sum can be solved extremely efficiently
millions of data points hundreds of dimensions



Kernel-Based Classification
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If the data is not linear separable, there maybe nonlinear curves that will 
separate them

old trick w'dXi tb



Kernel-based SVM
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No linear classifier would work well, but a function in the form of

works well  

�(x) = x2
1 + x2

2



Optimization Problem
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The optimization problem becomes

min
1

2
||w||22 + c

X

i

zi

s.t. yi(w
T�(xi) + b) � 1� zi

Minear function
avoid having to evaluate weird functions



Kernel Trick
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We can use something called the Kernel trick, which gives the Kernel SVM its 
name

It turns out we only need dixijdly

Easier to think of a bivariate function

KC Xi Xi
t
kernel



Kernel SVM
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The function K is called the Kernel function

K(xi,xj) = �(xi)
T�(xj)

In practice we pick k not of

Not all k work most times we work with
common ones



Radial Basis Function
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This is the default choice, works pretty well a lot of the times

K(xi,xj) = e��|xi�xj |2

8 is hyperparameter to to be
tuned



Other Kernel Functions
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polynomial
KCXi Xi 8K X tr

r r c are hyperparameter

sigmoid

axis i



Multi-class SVM 
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SVM was developed as a binary classification tool

There a several ways to extend it to a multi-class setting (think MNIST)

one against all

one against one



One-against-all
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K classes train k sum

Data is Xinyi Yi 1 ik
For the n'th som

Yi Zim
l it Yim
t it Yitm

We have K pairs Wm bud

Given new X
argmaxWinxtbm
mil ok



One-against-one
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K classes train sum for each pain

we have kif distinctpairs train Ed sum

Given a new point X
each sum will output a class

pick the class that shows up the most

majority vote



Ensemble Learning
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(Deep) Neural Networks
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Neural Networks
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Neural Networks
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Neural Networks
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Neural Networks
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Neural Networks Structure
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Neural Network Training
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The goal is to relate the loss function

to the weights of the neural network, then updating the weights to reduce the 
loss



Neural Networks
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Network Structure
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Fully connected (sometimes called dense) layer 
• made up of n neurons and each of them receives all the output values 

coming from the previous layer. It can be characterized by a weight matrix, 
a bias vector, and an activation function:



Convolutional layers
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They became particularly famous thanks to their extraordinary performance in 
image classification tasks.
• They are based on the discrete convolution of a small kernel k with an input 

(which can be the output of another convolutional layer):



Dropout Layers
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Example
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Logistic regression: 71% accuracy 

Neural network: 50 hidden neurons, tanh 
activation function, sigmoid output
94% accuracy



Example
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CIFAR-10 (https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~kriz/cifar.html) which is made 
up of 60000 small RGB images (32 x 32) belonging to 10 different 
categories (airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, 
truck).

https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~kriz/cifar.html

